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Abstract - Speech recognition is a subjective phenomenon.

This procedure still faces a considerable measure of issue.
Different techniques are utilized for various purposes. In this
work of project, it is shown that how the speech signals is
perceived utilizing Fuzzy c-implies (FCM) Clustering Method in
neural system. Voices of various people of different ages in a
quiet and noise free condition by a good quality receiver are
recorded. Same sentence of term 10-12 seconds is talked by
these people. These talked sentences are then changed over
into wave positions. At that point components of the recorded
examples are removed via preparing these signals utilizing
LPC. These systems are prepared to perform by the pattern
recognition. Their significance to the order and portrayal of
composed content is low; be that as it may, most viable speech
recognition frameworks depend intensely on speech
recognition to accomplish elite. For the vowel classification
utilizing adaptive median filter with combination of speech
and EGG information. The Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC) and Neural Network (NN) are utilized as components
representing to the speech signal.
Key Words: Adaptive median filter, FCM Clustering Method,
MFCC, Neural Network, speech recognition, training
algorithm.

1. INTRODUCTION
Speech recognition systems particularly to test accuracy of
speech signal. Emotional condition of the speaker can cause
the difference in the pronunciation of different persons.
Surroundings can add noise to the signal. Some of the time
speaker causes the expansion of noise itself. In speech
recognition process, speech signal caught by microphone or
telephone is changed over to an arrangement of characters.
Hence for the interaction with machines human could utilize
speech as a valuable interface. Human dependably need to
accomplish characteristic, possessive and synchronous
figuring the execution of Speech Recognition. Work is well
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done as a powerful classifier for vowel sounds with
stationary spectra by those systems. Encourage forward
multi-layer neural system are not ready to manage time
differing data like time-varying spectra of speech sounds. To
recognize the sound is short in time and low in energy. The
two main steps that will produce such accurate results are
either the feature extraction for the classification of speech
data. To improved the method of classifier or feature this is
not the objective of this paper. The difference of this paper
from others is that we attempt to utilize an effectively
created strategy as the classification scheme and the Melfrequency Cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as the speech
feature. For their effectiveness, speech recognition
technologies still need more work for individuals having
speech signal. As the vowels are effectively and dependably
recognized therefore they are utilized to recognize speech by
describe the sounds of human speech.

2. SPEECH RECOGNITION OF COMBINING SPEECH
AND EGG DATA
Generally, almost all speech recognition (SR) system consist
the following steps: Signal pre-processing, feature extraction
and classification. Speech recognition is utilized by two
different methods from training and testing.
2.1. Signal pre-processing
The different sound is recorded by a microphone in such an
environment where no noise is available. These speech
signals are classified to many more way for speech
recognition as such that pre- processing, filtering, Mel
Frequency Cestrum Coefficient of used it. Samples are
recorded with a microphone. First of all low and high
frequency noise is eliminated by performing some digital
filtering. The speeches signals are mainly between 300Hz to
750Hz. Pre-processing units can be used to the signal
recognition in time domain before the feature extraction.
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Normally, in the preprocessing stage the speech signal is
utilized to analog to digital (A/D) conversion, enhancement,
filtering and usually for SR applications silence removal.
2.2. Feature Extraction

Combine Speech and
EGG Signal
Preprocessing

It is extracting certain important information from the
speech signal. Feature extraction could be seen as extracting
certain mathematically parameterized information from the
original source signal. There are many feature extraction
techniques that may be utilized. Example includes Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) coefficients, and Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). In this investigation, we have
opted to utilize MFCCs as the features.
2.3. Classification of speech and EGG signal
The input speech or test signal to determine the input speech
uttered matches the desired targeted speech. Some of the
categories of classification schemes are voice and unvoiced
section using neural networks (NN) approach.

Envelop detection
Adaptive Median filter
Time alignment
Voiced sections
detection
Voiced section
segmentation

Unvoiced
consonants
detection

Neural Network

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this paper Frame segmentation is normally used for
decomposition the speech signal. It is not sufficient for short
unvoiced consonants. The combination of information from
EGG and speech signal is used.EGG gives information about
vocal fold vibration. In the pre-processing stage median filter
is used This combination of information from EGG and
speech data is used for input signal. In pre-processing stage,
envelop detection and adaptive median filter can be used for
remove the noise. Thus it produces a vowels and consonants
section, when a various time alignment of voice section
detected. Voiced sections segmentation and unvoiced
consonants detection is combine into the phonemes using
neural network.
Classification of speech signal is very important
phenomenon in speech recognition process. Neural network
is to be used for Different voice signals pre-processing,
envelope detection and classification. A Number of
processing units which are used for the processing of speech
signals.

Recognize the Phonemes
Fig -1: Flow Diagram of Proposed Method
The very simple techniques like preprocessing, filtering are
processed by these types of units.

Combine speech and
EGG Data

Time alignment
Adaptive median
filter
Voiced and
unvoiced
classification
Fig- 2: Flow Diagram of Voiced Sections Detection
Combining speech and EGG data of defined as a waveform
generated when the vocal folds vibration occurs. The
adaptive median filter is used to remove the noise and
classify the voiced and unvoiced. There are improving the Hit
Rate (HR), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and reduce the False
Alarm Rate (FA).There is following that equation as,
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P(f) is obtained. The spectrum P(f) is then filtered by a group
of triangular band-pass filters along the Mel-frequency axis.
The output is a set of sub-band energies E(d), d = 1,2,...D. The
MFCC is calculated by the logarithm of E(d) equation as:

…………. (1)
Where
.

…… (5)

……………............. (2)
Where i = 1...D.
Where, NT is the total number of detected boundaries, NH is
the number of correctly detected boundaries and NR is the
total number of boundaries.
………………… (3)
In order to assess the overall quality of a segmentation
method, a global measure which simultaneously takes these
scores into account is required. A well known measure is the
F1 value as equation:
………. (4)

The Viterbi algorithm aims at finding the optimum
segmental state sequence to achieve the re-assignment of a
sequence to several clusters. To implement the FCM
clustering method used for the voiced section detection and
Merge by the voiced sections and other sections are treated
separately. As such that will be classified into the unvoiced
section. Unvoiced sections contain two components:
unvoiced consonants and silence. Unvoiced consonants are
produced by creating a constriction somewhere in the vocal
tract tube and forcing air through that constriction, thereby
creating non-linear and turbulent air flow. Voiced sections
segmentation and unvoiced consonants detection is combine
into the phonemes.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Voiced Section Detection

Combining speech and EGG signal is used as an input in this
project. A spectrogram is a visual representation of
the spectrum of frequencies in a sound or other signal as
they vary with time or some other variable. The Hilbert
envelope is important in signal processing, where it derives
the analytic representation of a signal. The adaptive median
filter is used to remove noise. Finally, classify the voiced and
unvoiced section using neural network.

MFCC Calculation

Fuzzy c-mean (FCM)
Clustering method
Merged voiced and other
voiced section
Classify unvoiced section
using neural network

Fig -3: Flow Diagram of Voiced Section Segmentation
The voiced section more than one vowel, semivowel or
consonant. Mel frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) has
been proved the speech data in each pitch-cycle have fixed
length. The FCM clustering method used to avoid the
spectrum leakage. Merge by the voiced sections and other
sections are treated separately. As such that will be classified
by the unvoiced section using neural network.
The calculation of the MFCC includes the speech data in each
pitch-cycle is padding with trailing zeros to a fixed length n
(128 is selected).The hamming window is used to avoid the
spectrum leakage. The magnitude squared discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) turns the windowed speech data into the
frequency domain so that the short-term power spectrum
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Fig -4: Voiced Section Detection
Fig 4 shown that the utterance is voiced section detection
using the voice features have been aligned to the derivative
of speech and EGG.
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segmentation from classify the unvoiced section within
voiced section detection and calculating RMS.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the maximum average accuracy achieved for
any network was 91.5%. EGG is adopted to design a precise
and robust text-independent phoneme segmentation
method. Unlike the traditional methods, phonemes are firstly
classified into two categories named voiced (including
vowels, semivowels and some consonants) and unvoiced
(other consonants).There is comparison to the more
accurate value of SNR and accuracy.
Fig -5: Neural Network Classification
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